
 

 

Dear Friends, 

I was involved in a discussion recently that focussed on how we speak of our 

faith to those who are uncertain or who have no experience of God. At times we 

do have opportunities to discuss matters of faith with those who are outside the 

life of the church and it is important we do have something to say. I would like 

to share two particular thoughts on the subject. 

The first is that each of us should be able to say very simply what our faith means 

to us. It doesn’t need to be an impressive theological argument, indeed it 

shouldn’t be, because it needs to be true to us and based on our own 

experience. It is vital that we have something to say when we are asked, as 

occasionally we are, why we are Christian or why we go to church. What would 

you say in answer to those questions? 

The second thing is that we must be prepared to face the awkward questions 

that challenge our faith or trouble those with whom we are talking. It isn’t just 

a matter of quoting from the scriptures or the creeds, for those outside the 

church often won’t regard such sources as authoritative. In such discussions we 

need to be open and honest and try to answer the difficult questions as best we 

can. We don’t know all the answers and we shouldn’t pretend to, we won’t 

argue many people into the faith. It is much better to be honest and say “I don’t 

know” rather than try to be evasive. 

There are occasions when we do get the opportunity to talk about our faith with 

those outside the life of the church. We need to be open and honest but we also 

need to be able to say in a few simple words what we believe and why it is 

important to us. 

Best wishes, 

Mark 

 


